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08 October
Oil rose for the first time in three days in New York, rebounding from a decline 
that sent the benchmark U.S. grade to the biggest discount versus European 
futures in almost a year.

Asian stocks dropped, with the regional benchmark index heading for a 
second day of decline, after the International Monetary Fund cut its global 
economic growth forecasts, damping the earnings outlook for exporters.

Japanese shares fell as markets opened after a public holiday, with the Nikkei 
225 Stock Average headed for its first loss in three trading days, after the 
International Monetary Fund cut its global growth outlook.

The euro remained lower following a decline yesterday after the International 
Monetary Fund cut its growth forecast for the currency bloc as European 
leaders struggle to contain the region’s debt crisis.
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09 October
Oil declined from the highest level in a week in New York before a government 
report that may show stockpiles climbed in the U.S., the world’s biggest crude 
user.

The Monetary Authority of Singapore will probably slow the pace of 
appreciation in the local dollar as moderating price pressures provide scope 
for measures to support economic growth, according to a survey of analysts.

Japanese stocks fell, with the Nikkei 225 Stock Average headed for its lowest 
close in two months, after carmakers’ sales in China dropped, adding to 
concern a territorial dispute between the two nations is weighing on corporate 
earnings.

10 October
Brazil’s central bank signaled it will keep borrowing costs at a record low for 
an extended period as President Dilma Rousseff’s administration struggles to 
revive the economy amid slowing global growth.

OAO GMK Norilsk Nickel, the Russian metals company at the center of a 
dispute between two billionaires, tumbled in New York to the cheapest level 
versus emerging-market mining stocks since 2010 after its conflict with United 
Co. Rusal intensified.

Oil swung between gains and losses in New York before a report that may 
show stockpiles increased for the first time in three weeks in the U.S., the 
world’s biggest crude consumer.

Asian stocks swung between gains and losses after Standard & Poor’s 
downgraded Spain’s credit rating and as Japanese machinery makers 
declined after a report showed orders fell. Utility companies advanced.

11 October
China’s biggest banks are resisting government pressure to lower borrowing 
costs amid an economic slowdown as they seek to maintain the profitability 
of their lending operations, officials at the top four lenders said.

A U.S. drought that pushed soybean and corn prices to records is adding to 
the risk of a rebound in inflation in China, where consumer-price gains were 
probably close to the slowest in two years in September.

TPG International LLC scrapped a A$694 million ($713 million) bid for Billabong 
International Ltd., sending the surfwear maker’s shares to a record low as it 
was left without a suitor.

China’s stock-index futures rose after U.S. jobless claims fell, boosting the 
outlook for exports to the world’s biggest economy.
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12 October
Softbank Corp.’s Masayoshi Son has a history of picking winners. Investors 
say his latest choice may not be a repeat performance.

Softbank Corp. is near an agreement to buy a 70 percent stake in Sprint Nextel 
Corp. for $20 billion, as Japan’s No. 3 phone operator seeks growth overseas 
amid a declining local market.

Bank of Israel Governor Stanley Fischer said the world is “awfully close” to a 
recession, and backed the Federal Reserve’s increase in quantitative easing 
as strengthening its policy credibility.

The euro weakened as concern that growth and sentiment in the 17-nation 
region is faltering overshadowed prospects that a leaders’ meeting this week 
will lead to solutions to the debt crisis.


